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 The film features Akshay Kumar, Jackie Shroff, Karisma Kapoor, Sushmita Sen and Bobby Deol in pivotal roles. The film was
inspired by the 1978 Japanese thriller Ring, which is also the main plot of David Fincher's The Game. The film was released on
22 December 2004 in the United States and 1 January 2005 in India. The film received positive response from critics but was a
commercial failure. The story follows a detective who goes undercover into a gang to investigate a series of bank robberies. Plot

Vicky (Akshay Kumar) is an ordinary family man who is as smart as a fox, and is a successful professional in the intelligence
wing of the Indian army. In the film, he is happily married to his wife Geeta (Sushmita Sen), and they have two children,

namely Ahana and Yugi. The gang Vicky has to investigate is led by Narayan (Saurabh Shukla), the brains of the operation.
Before he leaves for the US, Vicky asks his colleague Inspector Shinde (Jackie Shroff) to be present at the raid on the bank so
he can take the credit. At the same time, Vicky secretly meets with the gang, and signs a contract to be their inside agent. He

gives himself the name of Vicky Singhania, and after a year in the US, begins playing the role of a billionaire business man. He
is eventually caught and taken in for questioning. Vicky makes an impressive impression during the interrogation. In fact, Vicky
is just a college dropout who has been working for the army for the last 12 years. He then begins his undercover routine. In the
meantime, when the gang kidnaps his children, Vicky insists to take matters into his own hands, and his refusal to give up costs

him his freedom. In fact, a man named Vasant (Ranjeet) who has been an old friend of Vicky's for a long time, has just
happened to come by. Vasant is the man who helped Vicky in his undercover work. Now, Vicky is reunited with Vasant who is
looking after him like his own father. Vicky, Vasant and Shinde, along with the cops, complete the operation of breaking into
the bank. After the robbery, they return with the loot. While they are driving home, one of the gang members is spotted by the

police. The police suspect 82157476af
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